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Abstract
Speaker and utterance verification are two tasks that co-exist

in text-dependent speaker verification (SV), where a phrase of

the same lexical information is spoken during train and test ses-

sions. The conventional approaches mostly verify the speaker

and the utterance separately using two models. While there

are studies on joint modeling of speaker and utterance, it is

always desirable to have a common framework that performs

both speaker and utterance verification to access the intended

service. To this end, we propose a unified framework that deals

with both objectives and the trade-off between the two. The

unified framework is based on long short term memory network

trained using both speaker and utterance information. We use

Part I of RSR2015 database for the studies in this work. We

show that the unified framework not only demonstrates compet-

itive SV performance, but also provides a solution for a system

to address different levels of security need.

Index Terms: text-dependent, speaker verification, utterance

verification, unified framework, RSR2015

1. Introduction

Speaker verification (SV) aims to verify the claimed identity of

a person for a given speech [1]. There are two broad categories

of SV, namely, text-dependent and text-independent based on

the nature of speech to be captured during train and test ses-

sions [2, 3]. The former uses phases of same lexical content

during training and testing. On the other hand, the latter does

not need any restriction on lexical content for speaker modeling

as well as testing. Hence, it requires a larger amount of speech

data for modeling speaker characteristics. Studies show that

performance of such system degrades significantly as train/test

data reduce [4,5]. As a result, text-dependent SV is more prac-

tical in many voice biometrics applications for access control

[6, 7].

The classical approaches for text-dependent SV utilize dy-

namic time warping to compare the speech [8]. In the re-

cent years, standard databases such as RSR2015 and Red-

Dots provide a common platform for technology development

[9,10]. A hybrid model, namely hierarchical multi-layer acous-

tic model (HiLAM) based on Gaussian mixture model (GMM)

and hidden Markov model (HMM) is proposed that utilizes

the sequence as well as speaker information [9]. It has been

shown that HiLAM outperforms i-vector based speaker model-

ing that is widely popular in text-independent SV [9, 11]. Few

other novel approaches in text-dependent speaker modeling in-

clude joint factor analysis [12], unsupervised HMM-universal

background model (UBM) [13], i-vector/HMM [14] and j-

vector [15]. Additionally, various deep learning techniques

have been proposed for fixed phrase SV in recent times [16–23].

In text-dependent SV, utterance verification can be seen as

a subtask. A comparison of different features and modeling

techniques for text-dependent SV can be found in [24]. Joint

speaker and utterance models with HMM triphone models are

used in [25]. The phonetic posteriorgrams derived from GMM

and deep neural network (DNN) frameworks have been found to

be useful to capture the lexical information for text-dependent

SV [26, 27]. Similarly, benefit of DNN based speaker embed-

dings with content information is shown in [28]. On the other

side, few works focus towards compensating the lexical content

information to improve the SV performance [29–31]. These

works altogether depict the importance of content modeling as

well as normalization for fixed phrase SV. However, when we

need to evaluate the utterance verification as a task indepen-

dently, the joint modeling of speaker and lexical information

may not be the best way. Therefore, most of the works in the

literature focus on individual systems to perform utterance ver-

ification [32].

The utterance verification has been explored previously in

the context of continuous speech recognition [33, 34]. It has

not been explored much in the context of text-dependent SV.

The general way of utterance verification in the context of text-

dependent SV is to have a separate framework from the SV sys-

tem [32, 35]. Hence, a single system which is capable of per-

forming both speaker and utterance verification is more desir-

able in practice. From engineering point of view, speech recog-

nition and speaker recognition are independent tasks. How-

ever, human brain interprets and decodes the information from

speaker traits and linguistic content from the speech in joint

corroborative manner [36, 37]. Similarly, a unified framework

for speaker and language recognition has been attempted us-

ing shared DNN that outperforms the single task implementa-

tion [38]. These studies motivated us to explore a unified frame-

work that performs both speaker and utterance verification to

use in multiple application scenarios.

In this work, we propose a unified framework that can per-

form both speaker and utterance verification together. We refer

this unified framework as speaker-utterance-verification (SUV)

framework from here on. The system is developed using stack

of long short term memory networks (LSTM) that learns both

speaker and utterance models from the training data. In par-

ticular, we propose to build a shared LSTM to drive another

two separate LSTM layers performing specific task of speaker

and utterance verification. Thus, there are two outputs from the

system in terms of speaker and utterance posteriors that can be

combined according to the requirement of speaker or utterance

verification. The studies are performed on RSR2015 database

for the fixed phrase scenarios.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 details the proposed unified framework for speaker and

utterance verification. In Section 3, we present the system de-

scription. Section 4 reports the results and discussion. Finally,

the work is concluded in Section 5.
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Figure 1: Training phase for proposed unified SUV framework.

2. Unified SUV Framework

This section describes the unified SUV framework to model

speaker and utterance information. In this framework, we use

both speaker and utterance information to train both speaker

and utterance models, respectively. The DNN and LSTM based

recurrent neural network are two possible ways of such mod-

eling [36, 39]. The former supports the input to have fixed

length, whereas recurrent architecture allows different length

input. Our unified SUV framework has recurrent architecture to

characterize the temporal dynamics during modeling.

The training phase of proposed unified SUV framework for

speaker and utterance verification is shown in Figure 1. As

observed in the earlier studies, the strong correlation between

speech and speaker recognition inspired us to use the shared

common LSTM layer that acts as a front-end for models. The

output from the shared layer is input to the both models, which

consists of LSTM layers. The last output from each layer is

given to fully connected layer to produce the speaker and ut-

terance verification scores. The algorithm for training of the

proposed unified SUV framework is described in Algorithm 1.

The implementation of SUV framework is made available1 for

use. Next, we discuss the unified SUV framework in relation to

the existing text-dependent systems and security trade-off asso-

ciated with it.

2.1. Differences from Existing Frameworks

• We consider the end-to-end framework [21,36] as a reference,

which is optimized only for SV task.

• Our proposed unified SUV framework employs a recurrent

network architecture to encode the temporal dynamics of text

dependent phrases, whereas the end-to-end network in [20]

and the joint framework in [22] use DNNs without recur-

rent architecture. The absence of recurrent nature may not

be helpful to capture and characterize temporal dynamics.

• The study in [22] considered joint training of j-vector and

Bayesian model for SV studies. Later, it uses the Siamese net-

work to extract j-vectors and the joint Bayesian model back-

1https://github.com/sn1ff1918/SUV

Algorithm 1 Training algorithm for the proposed unified SUV

framework

Input: Input feature sequence X := {x1, x2, · · · , xT },

speaker label yspk and utterance label yutt. (Note: In im-

plementation, we used the batch of feature sequence instead

of single sequence)

Output: Unified speaker-utterance model for speaker and ut-

terance prediction.

1: while each epoch i do

2: Feed input sequence to shared common LSTM. H =
LSTMcomm (X)
where, H is the sequence of hidden vectors, i.e., H :=
{h1, h2, · · · , hT }

3: Feed output of shared common LSTM to utterance

model LSTM layer. oututt = LSTMutt (H)
4: Feed output of shared common LSTM to speaker model

LSTM layer. outspk = LSTMspk (H)
5: Use fully-connected layers to predict the labels

putt = softmax(oututt[T ]) and

pspk = softmax(outspk[T ])
6: Loss computation: L := losstot = lossspk + lossutt.

where lossspk and lossutt indicate the categorical cross-

entropy loss with respect to corresponding speaker and

utterance model. To compute this, use predictions pspk,

putt, and speaker label yspk and utterance label yutt
7: Do back-propagation to compute the weights

∂lossutt

∂wutt
and

∂lossspk
∂wspk

8: Stop when converges or after fixed number of epochs

9: end while

ends for scoring. However, the unified SUV framework is

simple as it does not require additional models for scoring,

such as Bayesian model in comparison to different versions

of j-vector systems and yet serves for two tasks.

• The study presented in [25] uses an automatic speech recog-

nition to jointly model speaker and lexical information

GMM/HMM framework. However, we do not use any such

additional speech recognition system and GMM/HMM for

speaker and utterance verification in this work.

• The study in [31] normalizes the utterance content informa-

tion from joint speaker and utterance model. As it compen-

sates the lexical information to improve SV performance, it

is not a suitable approach for utterance verification.

2.2. Security Trade-off

Most of the text-dependent SV studies are focused on the over-

all SV performance. However, there may be different levels

of security associated with respect to various application sce-

narios. For example, one may favor utterance verification over

SV for low security environments, or favor SV in high security

platforms. The proposed unified SUV framework leverages the

administrator to implement such a trade-off according to the as-

sociated security with the intended application service. As one

system single can perform both the tasks in the SUV framework,

it is adaptable to multiple application scenarios.

3. System Description

In this section, the details of the SV system developed in this

work are mentioned. The database, front-end processing and

experimental setup are described in the following subsections.
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Table 1: A summary of RSR2015 corpus.

Subset
# Speakers

Male Female

Background 50 47

Development 50 47

Evaluation 57 49

3.1. Database

We conduct the studies on RSR2015 corpus [9]. The database

comprises of 300 speakers data from 143 female and 157 male

speakers. There are three different parts of the database depend-

ing on the nature of the fixed phrases used. The Part I contains

30 fixed phrase utterances of 3-4 seconds duration. Similarly,

there are 30 fixed short commands of 1-2 seconds duration in

Part II. The random digit based fixed sequences are kept in Part

III of the corpus. Every phrase is spoken for 9 sessions by all

the speakers, in which first, fourth and seventh sessions are con-

sidered for modeling the speakers. The rest of the sessions are

used for testing.

Additionally, the corpus is organized in three sets, which

are background, development and evaluation set. The 300

speakers of the corpus are divided uniformly across all these

three sets. The detailed composition of the speakers can be

observed from Table 1. The corpus follows four categories of

trials, which are Target Correct (TC), Impostor Correct (IC),

Target Wrong (TW) and Impostor Wrong (IW). There are three

different test conditions to report performance according to the

protocol mentioned in [9]: Impostor Correct where Target and

impostor users speak the same pass phrase, Target Wrong where

target users speak different pass phrases, and Impostor Wrong

where target and impostor users speak different pass phrases.

Equal error rate (EER) is used as the metric for evaluating the

performance. In this work, we have considered Part I of the

database for this study.

3.2. Front-end Processing

We consider short-term processing on the speech utterances

with 20 ms frame size and 10 ms shift to extract 60-dimensional

(20-base + 20-∆ + 20-∆∆) mel frequency cepstral coefficient

(MFCC) features using KALDI1 toolkit. The features are then

normalized in the cepstral domain with cepstral mean and vari-

ance normalization (CMVN) using utterance level mean and

variance statistics [8].

3.3. Experimental Setup

For our studies, the network takes 60-dimensional MFCC fea-

ture vectors. The network comprises of three LSTM layers as

described earlier in Section 2. The shared common layer takes

MFCC features as input and the output is distributed to both

speaker and utterance modeling layers. The dimension of hid-

den layer is 256 in each case. The batch size of 128 is taken for

all experiments. We kept learning rate as 0.01 with stochastic

gradient descent optimizer. The training is done using PyTorch2

toolkit. Table 2 shows the total number of trials in Part I of

RSR2015 database. In order to produce the scores with respect

to all four possible categories of trials, we adopted the strategies

shown in Figure 2. In particular, the scores from speaker and ut-

terance verification models for ith speaker and j th utterance are

1http://kaldi-asr.org/
2https://pytorch.org/

Figure 2: Score computation for the four trial categories fol-

lowing the RSR2015 corpus test conditions.

Table 2: Number of trials for Part I of the RSR2015 database.

Trial Male Female

Categories Dev Eval Dev Eval

TC 8,931 10,244 8,419 8,631

TW 259,001 297,076 244,123 250,299

IC 437,631 573,664 387,230 414,249

IW 6,342,019 8,318,132 5,612,176 6,006,596

combined as follows:

S(spki
, utt

j) = log(p
(i)
spk) + log(p

(j)
utt) (1)

For a given test utterance during testing, all scores are computed

with respect to speaker and utterance verification models. Fur-

ther, as shown in Figure 2 to produce the score for all four cat-

egories, we pooled the prediction score from individual model.

As discussed earlier, there are three different test conditions,

namely, IC, TW and IW.

As a common reference, we consider the HiLAM and stan-

dard i-vector systems described in [9] for comparison. In ad-

dition, we consider the joint speaker-utterance system that is

trained using speaker-utterance model by UBM adaptation. The

joint speaker-utterance model system is slightly different than

HiLAM. In HiLAM system, UBM data is first adapted to all

utterances from the target speaker and then adapted to partic-

ular utterance. On the contrary, joint speaker-utterance model

system directly adapts the UBM to particular speaker-utterance

pair. Further, the joint speaker-utterance framework imple-

mented here does not use the lexical information to train the

triphone HMM and additional re-scoring model as used in pre-

vious studies [25, 31]. We also compare our results with differ-

ent versions of recent j-vector systems reported in [22].

4. Results and Discussion

We now report the experimental results with detailed analysis.

As discussed, we considered three systems as primary reference

systems for the comparison, namely, HiLAM, i-vector, and joint

speaker-utterance model systems. Among these systems, the i-

vector system does not consider the temporal dynamics model-

ing. The results of different systems are shown in Table 3. We

observe that the joint-speaker utterance model gives relatively

better performance for IC trial category than HiLAM system.

The HiLAM system does two level of adaptation, first at speaker

level and then at speaker-utterance level that improves speaker

discrimination. As shown in Table 3, the unified SUV frame-

work outperforms these reference systems in most of the cases.

The results validate the proposal of unified SUV framework for

both speaker and utterance verification.
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Table 3: Performance in EER (%) for proposed unified SUV framework with comparison to existing frameworks on RSR2015 corpus.

System

Male Female

Dev Eval Dev Eval

TW IC IW TW IC IW TW IC IW TW IC IW

i-vector [9] 2.870 5.950 0.740 1.950 4.030 0.320 3.050 7.870 0.940 1.910 6.610 0.750

HiLAM [9] 1.660 3.690 0.490 0.820 2.470 0.190 1.770 3.240 0.450 0.610 2.960 0.140

Joint speaker-utterance 5.565 1.981 1.792 5.125 2.079 0.888 5.179 1.699 0.831 3.110 1.453 0.499

Unified SUV 0.470 1.590 0.101 0.293 1.757 0.039 1.176 4.323 0.178 0.375 2.009 0.068

Table 4: Performance in EER (%) of different systems on the

evaluation set of RSR2015 Part I. Here, J :j-vector with cosine

similarity, JB :j-vector system with joint Bayesian model, J2

:joint training of j-vector extractor and joint Bayesian and the

Siamese network for j-vector extractor and the joint Bayesian as

a back-end, and J3 : joint training of j-vector extractor and joint

Bayesian, and use the Siamese network output for verification.

EER (%) J JB J2 J3 Unified SUV

IW 0.95 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.06

TW 3.14 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.46

IC 7.86 3.61 2.81 2.42 2.41

Table 5: Performance in EER (%) for speaker and utterance

verification (UV) using unified SUV framework on Part I evalu-

ation set of RSR2015 database.

Tasks Male Female

SV 1.796 1.918

UV 0.021 0.011

Next, we compare our results with other deep learning sys-

tems. We combine male and female data as in [16, 17, 22] for

fair comparison. Table 4 shows performance comparison of

the proposed framework with other deep learning systems for

the three test conditions. Most of these other systems are de-

veloped on the joint vector (i.e., j-vector) approach that uses a

multi-task learning to extract hidden embedding representation.

The results for j-vectors are cited from [22]. Table 4 shows that

joint Bayesian back-end and Siamese network for scoring im-

prove the performance of j-vectors. In addition, our proposed

unified SUV framework gives better performance for IC trial

category, whereas it is comparable in IW and perform poorer

in TW trial category. Overall, unified SUV framework is com-

parable to other deep learning systems and at the same time

easily adjustable to address different level of security need. In

addition, the advantage of unified SUV framework compared to

the j-vector based systems is that it does not use any additional

Bayesian model. We also note that the unified SUV framework

is suitable for a closed set scenario.

We then analyze the performance for SV and utterance veri-

fication separately. To evaluate SV system, we pooled all scores

belonging to Target and Impostor categories. Similarly, we

pooled all scores belonging to Correct and Wrong categories

to evaluate the performance for utterance verification. We note

that for utterance verification studies, we do not have a baseline

as most of the works in the literature targets only for SV. Table

5 shows the performance for both speaker and utterance veri-

fication. The high performance achieved for both speaker and

utterance verification shows the importance of the unified SUV

framework to handle both tasks.

Furthermore, we introduce a weight factor in score compu-

tation as a trade-off for the unified SUV to work in high and low

security scenarios, respectively, as discussed in Section 2. The
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Figure 3: Analysis of unified SUV framework for speaker and

utterance verification (UV) on development set Part I for male.

weight factor adjusts the relative bias towards particular task.

To incorporate this, we modify Equation (1) as follows:

S(spki
, utt

j) = α log(p
(i)
spk) + (1− α) log(p

(j)
utt) (2)

where α is the relative weight that adjusts the balance between

speaker and utterance model. Figure 3 shows the plots for three

different test conditions with respect to weight (α) on Part I de-

velopment set of male speakers. It can be observed that lower

EER for TW trial category around lower value of α adjusts the

unified SUV framework for better utterance verification. Simi-

larly, as weight α increases that improves the SV performance

as observed in IC trial category. Thus, the security trade-off be-

tween high and low scenarios can be adjusted in the proposed

unified SUV framework as depicted in Figure 3.

5. Conclusions

This work presents a unified SUV framework for both speaker

and utterance verification with a single system using recurrent

LSTM. We used the stack of LSTM layers to model individual

tasks. As compared to other deep learning approaches, this ap-

proach directly produces the scores for speaker and utterance

verification. We evaluated the unified SUV framework on all

the three test conditions for male and female speakers using

RSR2015 Part I corpus. The result validates our unified SUV

proposal. Further, the proposed unified SUV framework has the

leverage to deal with speaker and utterance verification tasks

that is performed by a weighted approach. This showcases its

potential for high as well as low security application scenarios.
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